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The Achaemenid Empire can be reasonably considered an “empire of peoples” from both an ideological and structural perspective. It included all the lands of the peoples of the world and all
people helped to maintain imperial order and prosperity. In reality, the empire had boundaries
and there were peoples who lived near and beyond them. Under King Darius I, groups of people
were annexed at the northeastern and northwestern margins of the imperial territory, thus entering
the imperial space and consequently also the Achaemenid documents. The border peoples of the
Yau̯ nā and Sakā were the only peoples of the empire to be differentiated through epithets, which
were added to their collective names in the texts. This shows a unique process of group identity
constructions by the authorities on the edges of the imperial space. The analysis of the system
of epithets used to indicate the Yau̯ nā and Sakā conducted in this paper allows us to draw some
conclusions on the mechanisms and reasons behind these specific forms of identity constructions at
the margins. Moreover, it shows how this process reflected the main directions of imperial expansion under the first Achaemenids.

INTRODUCTION
Pluralism is a constitutional feature of empires. Every empire benefits from the diversity of its
constituent elements, which all concur, to a different extent depending on the case, to create the
imperial standard, be it cultural, religious, linguistic, or artistic. There is no doubt, however,
that some empires manifestly favor pluralism and diversity more than others. The Achaemenid
Empire (550–330 bce) is probably one of the best examples of a pluralistic empire in the history
of the ancient Near East, at least as far as we can infer from the sources available to us (GatesFoster 2014). The peoples that constituted the Achaemenid Empire are mentioned in the royal
inscriptions and administrative texts from Persepolis and are represented on the royal reliefs,
thus constituting a frequent motif of royal pride. Emblematic of a royal communication strategy
that enhances pluralism are the bas-reliefs on the royal tombs of Naqš-e Rustam and Persepolis.
They show a highly standardized scene in which representatives of all the peoples of the empire
support the throne of the Persian King. Each representative dresses in what is considered the
typical costume of his people (Calmeyer 1982; 1983). Instead of depicting these subdued peoples
as crushed by the imperial army or lying at the king’s feet, as in many other well-known examples
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of ancient Near Eastern iconography, including the relief of Bīsutūn, the Achaemenid reliefs
post-Bīsutūn represent the imperial peoples as constituent parts of the empire. The same idea
is expressed by the iconographies on the eastern and northern reliefs of the Apadana, where the
representatives of the peoples of the empire are depicted as bearing “gifts” to the king (Schmidt
1953; Root 1979). These well-known images powerfully represent the ideology of the empire of
the Achaemenids in their imperial capitals and suggests in which direction the imperial policy
toward the subdued peoples could go or at least pretended to go.1 The peoples of the empire
had to provide resources of their lands, in the form of tribute and gifts; their manpower, in the
form of workers and soldiers; and their knowledge, in the form of specialists to the Great King.
On the other hand, they were allowed self-management as long as they accepted the authority
of the Great King. The regular payment of tribute, the delivery of military contingents, and the
entertainment of the king and his retinue demonstrated their respect for this greater authority
and functioned as a display of the loyalty of the empire’s peoples to their king (Wiesehöfer
1996: 38–41). The complex network of communication inside the Empire and the presence
of representatives of the crown on a more local level enabled from a practical perspective
contacts, administration, military control and the extraction of taxes (Briant 2002: 391–399).
The integrative policy of the Achaemenids is confirmed by the material evidence. The
artistic production in the regions under Achaemenid rule is characterized by its strong locality
and continuity with previous tradition, but it also remains in constant dialogue with the official imperial art (Colburn 2014). The iconography of the Egyptian high-ranking courtier
Udjahorresnet, who is represented in the typical Egyptian style but characterized by markers of
Persian court identity, is exemplary in this regard (Colburn 2020). These few examples clearly
indicate that the Achaemenid Empire was from an ideological, political, and also artistic and
cultural perspective an empire of peoples.
It is interesting to note that the satrapy as a purely territorial unit is hardly visible in the
Achaemenid royal inscriptions. The Old Persian word dahyu-, generally translated as “land’”or
“district” (Kent 1953: 119, 190–191; Schmitt 1999 among many others) or more rarely as
“people” (Cameron 1973; Lecoq 1990) seems to have had simultaneously a social and territorial meaning in Persian context (Rossi 1984: 47, 49). This ambiguity, clearly visible in the use
of the word in the Old Persian texts (Sancisi Weerdenburg 2001a: 331), is also confirmed by the
Babylonian and Achaemenid Elamite rendering of the term respectively as “country” (KUR)
and “people” (dayāuš; see Aliyari Babolghani 2013 with discussion). A more explicative translation of dahyu, which includes both its social and territorial meaning, could instead be “the
land where a certain people live” (or in Lecoq’s words: “pays, lieu occupé par un peuple,”
Lecoq 1997: 137). We can imagine that, for example, Pārsa, the core region of the Achaemenid
Empire in the mountains of Southwestern Iran, was essentially conceived as the land where the
Pārsa/Persians lived. The neighboring Māda/Medes, although perceived as particularly close to
the Persians,2 were regardless considered as a different people, a situation that continued for the
other peoples of the Empire. Thus, it seems that the Persians constructed socio-cultural identi-

1 This policy, although probably culturally integrative, did not imply that the imperial authority did not resort
to violence when needed. Recent studies have showed that the pax Achaemenica was basically an ideological
construct and that military campaigns, punishments, and executions were very important for the consolidation
and maintenance of the Achaemenid Empire (see Jacobs 2009; Tuplin 2017).
2 On the privileged position of the Medes among the other peoples of the empire under Darius and his predecessors; see Balatti 2017: 168–172; 2021.
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ties for both themselves and the conquered peoples and based their larger world view around
such group identities. The frequent use of ethnic labeling in the administrative documents from
Persepolis demonstrates that the fact of belonging to a specific people also served some socioadministrative and legal purposes (Henkelman & Stolper 2009; Rollinger & Henkelman 2009).
In accordance with ancient Near Eastern tradition, the Achaemenid Empire was ideologically universal. In this regard, the titles of “King on this (wide/on the entire) earth” (Schmitt
2014: 154–155) and “King of the lands with all/many peoples” (Schmitt 2014: 229), that were
attributed to Darius and Xerxes in their respective inscriptions should be noted. In the identical
metal tablets from Hamadan (DHa) and Persepolis (DPh), Darius more precisely states that he
possess a kingdom that extended “from the Sakā that (are) beyond Sugdam to Kūš, from Hinduš
to Sparda” (DHa § 2, D-H; DPh § 2, D-H).3 This text, which is among the first Achaemenid
inscriptions available to us (Mousavi 2012: 43–44), seems to suggest that the peoples and the
lands of these peoples played a major role in Darius’ definition of the extent of his imperial
space. This is a different set of ideas in comparison to that of the ancient Near Eastern tradition,
in which natural barriers such as mountains, seas, and deserts had been essential elements used
to define both the world and the extent of the imperial territorial power in Mesopotamia for
millennia and were extended to reach “the middle of the sea” and “the middle of the mountains” only in the Neo-Assyrian period (Tadmor 1999; Rollinger 2008; 2010). Interestingly,
the Mesopotamian worldview is also evoked by Cyrus in the Cyrus Cylinder from Babylon
and by Darius himself in an inscription in Babylonian from the southern wall of the terrace of
Persepolis (DPg), where the sovereigns claimed to reach with their kingdom the borders of the
world, principally defined by the seas.4 This clearly shows that older worldviews continued to
persist in the Achaemenid imperial ideology, where they were understandably used primarily in
addressing a Mesopotamian audience. New conceptions of the imperial space and old mental
maps, but also some geopolitical realities can be found merged together in the Achaemenid
royal inscriptions.
It is exactly at the margins of the universal imperial space, the places where the Persian
control over the lands of “all” the peoples of the world de facto ended, that we can observe the
interesting phenomena of identity construction connected to Persian expansion.
THE PEOPLES AT THE MARGINS: YAU̯NĀ AND SAKĀ
Although some kind of historical consciousness can be observed in the royal inscriptions of
the Teispids and Achaemenids (Rollinger 2014), there is little evidence of military campaigns
and historical events in the texts available to us (Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1999). The Achaemenid
ideology of universal domination does not contemplate facts related to peoples who were not
subject to the imperial power (Rollinger 2017: 214). Thus, if we base our analysis exclusively on
3 In this paper, we principally refer to the texts of the inscriptions in their Old Persian version (see Kent 1953:
116–157; Schmitt 1991; 2000; 2009; Schweiger 1998). The texts are quoted according to Schmitt 2009. For
the Elamite versions of the royal inscriptions, we refer to Weissbach 1911; Scheil 1929; Vallat 1977; for the
Babylonian, we refer to Weissbach 1911; Scheil 1929; Herzfeld 1938; Steve 1974; Von Voigtlander 1978.
4 Cyrus describes the extent of his world domination as follows: “[On his (Marduk’s)] exalted [orders], all the
kings who sit on thrones in the entire world, from the Upper Sea to the Lower Sea… they all brought me their
heavy tribute” (K2 I, 29). Darius describes the territorial extent of his world empire as follows: “Persia, Media,
and the other lands with other tongues, of the mountains and the plains, of this side of the sea [literally ‘Bitter
River’] and the far side of the sea, and of this side of the desert [literally ‘Land of Thirst’] and the far side of the
desert” (DPg, 7-13).
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the Achaemenid documents, we hardly know what was beyond the imperial borders. Nevertheless,
a careful analysis of the textual evidence shows that epithets were often added to the names of two
particular peoples in the inscriptions of Darius and his son Xerxes: Yau̯ nā and Sakā.5 Thanks to the
combination of internal references and the testimony of the Greek authors, scholars have located
the lands of the Yau̯ nā and the Sakā at the northwestern and northern margins, respectively, of
the Achaemenid Empire (Schmitt 2014: 242–243, 292–293). It follows that specific identification
strategies were used in the texts only to indicate two peoples who inhabited the extreme edges of
the empire.
The aim of this paper is essentially to investigate the mechanisms and reasons underlying
these “unusual” identifications as applied to Yau̯ nā and Sakā. In order to do that, we mainly
focus our attention on the epithet system used in the Achaemenid Royal inscriptions, particularly
in the so-called dahyāva-lists, in order to understand the functioning of this system and show its
relevance for an ideological and historic-political analysis.6 As has been already demonstrated
in scholarship some decades ago, the royal inscriptions are ideologically determined documents
(Frye 1984: 110–111). Consequently, there is also scholarly consensus on the fact that the
dahyāva-lists are not a complete and accurate listing of the lands which were part of the empire,
but instead an ideological representation of the extension of the power of the Achaemenids.
This does not necessarily mean, however, that these lists cannot reflect historical and political
realities and changes, especially if they are favorable to the Achaemenids. This can be proposed
in particular for the periods in which a state ideology was being formed, as was the case for
the first Achaemenids. The difficulty basically lies in gasping and correctly interpreting these
realities in sources with a clearly recognizable “ideological layer.”
The Yaunā
̯
In Bīsutūn (DB), the oldest of the royal inscriptions of Darius I, the land Yauna
̯ is listed among
the other lands of the peoples subject to the Persian King. It appears after Sparda, which has
been commonly identified with the Greek Lydia in the northwesternmost part of the empire
(Schmitt 2014: 245), and the vague “lands by the sea” or literally ‘(those) who are (of) the sea’
(DB § 6, H-I). Linguistic evidence and a comparison with the information in the Greek sources
have allowed scholars to identify this Yauna
as the Greek Ionia and its people as the Ionians
̯
who inhabited the coasts of Asia Minor (Kent 1953: 204; Brandstand & Mayrhofer 1964: 156),
who we know were subjects of the Persians since Cyrus’ conquest of Lydia (Hdt. 1.141). The
sea mentioned in the vague expression “lands by the sea” is likely the Mediterranean, the Upper
Sea of the ancient Near Eastern tradition, and the peoples by the sea could be tentatively identified with Eastern Mediterranean sea peoples, such as the Cypriotes and other groups (Zournatzi

5 Toponyms and ethnonyms are notoriously ambivalent in the royal inscriptions, and this also applies to the case
of Yaunā
Saka) and plural forms
̯ and Sakā (see Tables 1 and 2). The interchangeable use of the singular (Yauna,
̯
(Yaunā,
Sakā) is connected to this ambivalence. In general, it can be noted that in the Old Persian versions of the
̯
inscriptions the plural form is more often used to indicate the people while the singular form indicates either a
single member of a certain people or the land in which they live. In what follows, the plural and singular forms
are maintained as they are reported in the texts.
6 Although several peoples of the empire are mentioned in the Persepolis Fortification and Treasury tablets
(Henkelman & Stolper 2009), the other large archives of texts from the core of the Achaemenid Empire, the epithet system is not used in an administrative context.
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2018).7 Although the identification of Yauna
̯ as the land occupied by the Ionians/Greeks leaves
little doubt from the overall perspective (Sancisi-Weerdenburg 2001a; 2001b), it is also reasonable to assume that the Persians and Greeks had different identification strategies (Rollinger
2020). Thus, what the Persians meant to indicate with “Yaunā”
would not exactly correspond
̯
to what the Greeks identified as Ionians, a concept that also changed locally and over time
(Crielaard 2009). Thus, it may well be that the term “Yaunā”
used in Bīsutūn included both
̯
Greek and some non-Greek speaking populations from the far northwestern coastal Anatolia
(Klinkott 2001).
Interestingly, Bīsutūn is one of the few available Achaemenid inscriptions in which the dahyu
Yauna
appear as a unitary entity in the lists, not diversified through the use of epithets. In the
̯
other cases wherein Yaunā
̯ appears without any added epithets, it is generally used to concretely
refer to specific work units, rather than to the land and people, and its ideological position in
the imperial space.8 The Yaunā
are not mentioned in the foundation tablets from Hamadan
̯
and Persepolis DHa/DPh (see above), but do appear in one inscription in Old Persian from
the southern wall of the terrace of Persepolis (DPe). This inscription is most likely among the
oldest from Persepolis (Filippone 2012: 102; Schmitt 2021). Although it is difficult to provide
an absolute date for this text, it can probably be pinned to the end of the sixth century bce at the
latest (Mousavi 2012: 43). Here, the ethnonym, which is written in its plural form Yaunā
and
̯
appears listed after the land Sparda as in the text of Bīsutūn, is followed by epithets. The text
reads as follows:
Sparda, Yaunā
tayai̯ uškahyā utā tayai̯ drayahyā utā dahyāva taya para draya (DPe § 2, J-L)
̯
Sparda, the Yaunā
on the mainland (lit. dry land) and (those who dwell) on the sea and the lands
̯
beyond the sea.

The Yaunā
are identified as those who lived in a space that both included land and sea; they
̯
are followed in the list by the mention of undefined lands (of peoples) beyond the sea. In a
list from Susa (DSe), which is commonly known as the “Restoration of Order in the Empire”
(Kent 1953: 110), the Yaunā
̯ are again mentioned in the context of other northwestern peoples,
as follows:
Sparda, Yaunā
tayai̯ drayahyā, Sakā tayai̯ paradraya, Skudra, Yaunā
tayai̯ paradraya, Krkā
̥
̯
̯
(DSe § 4, H-K)
Sparda, the Yaunā
on the sea, the Sakā beyond the sea, Skudra, the Yaunā
beyond the sea, the Krkā.
̥
̯
̯

7 Schmitt (1972) identifies the “countries by the sea” with the Propontis thanks to a comparison between this
expression and the corresponding Greek title of the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia mentioned in the Letters of
Themistocles. Although reasonable from a linguistic perspective, this identification is difficult to definitively
prove because of different issues that consist of the extremely vague and ideological character of the expression
in the inscription, the literary nature of the Letters, and the gap between the early reign of Darius and that of
Artaxerxes, who was the recipient of the Letters, not to mention the problem of the later composition of the text,
which must be dated around 100 ce, and its relation with the primary sources (Rosenmeyer 2006: 49).
8 Yaunā
̯ as a unitary group of workers is mentioned in the construction inscriptions from Susa DSf (§ 9, F; § 13,
C) and DSz (§ 13, C). DSf and DSz (§ 11, D) also refer to color material from Yauna.
Since these inscriptions
̯
refer to the Yaunā
̯ and their land in another context than the dahyāva-lists, they are not listed in Table 1. The use
of the term “Yaunā”
in the construction inscriptions from Susa is probably comparable with that of the adminis̯
trative texts from Persepolis, where “Yaunā”
refers to a work unit and is mentioned without epithets.
̯
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In this passage, the Yaunā
seem to have inhabited a maritime region, which possibly included
̯
land and sea, and extended in the land beyond the sea. Other peoples who lived in the land
beyond the sea are now identified with the ethnonym Sakā and possibly with the land Skudra
(see below).9 Interestingly, the Elamite, and probably also the Babylonian, version diverges from
that in Old Persian and distinguishes the land Yauna

̯ on the sea (El. AŠiauna akkapè dKAM.MEŠ
KUR
AŠ
marriš; Bab.
iamana ša ina A.A.BA) from the vague Yauna-land/s
(El. iaunaip; Bab.
̯
KUR
iamana). The latter probably occupied an undefined space beyond the sea.
Another small group of significant inscriptions in the context of our investigation are those
engraved on the façade of the tomb of Darius I at Naqš-e Rustam. A passage of the longer text
(DNa), which is written behind the figure of Darius, reads as follows:
Sparda, Yauna,
Sakā tayai̯ paradraya, Skudra, Yaunā
takabarā (DNa § 3, S-U)
̯
̯
Sparda, Yauna,
the Sakā beyond the sea, Skudra, the Yaunā
takabarā
̯
̯

The same designation Yauna
and Yauna
takabara (El. Iauna and Iauna daqabarra) appears in
̯
̯
the short epigraphs (DNe) written above the reliefs, which visually represent the peoples of
the empire mentioned in DNa.10 These are the only inscriptions in which the couple Yauna/ā
̯
and Yauna/ā
takabara/ā are substituted for Yaunā
on the sea and Yaunā
beyond the sea. It can
̯
̯
̯
be reasonably hypothesized that these are two forms used to express the same concept, but
that in the case of Yaunā
and Yaunā
takabarā the main emphasis was put on their appearance
̯
̯
and cultural features rather than on their spatial distribution. In fact, although the correct
interpretation of the epithet “takabara” is still a matter of debate, scholars do agree that this term
indicated a headgear of some sort. According to a reinterpretation by Robert Rollinger (2006),
this headgear could represent the round shield the Greek hoplites hold to cover their heads,
rather than the petasos or kausia as previously thought. This would be explicitly suggested by
the Babylonian rendering of Yaunā
takabarā as “the Iamanā who wear a shield on their head”
̯
m
( iamana šanûtu ša maginnāta ina qaqqadī-šunu našû).
The same binary strategy of identifying the Yaunā
̯ used in Darius’ inscriptions from Persepolis
and Susa is also found in the only dahyāva-lists that can be attributed to Darius’ son Xerxes
(XPh). Here, the Yaunā
are again identified with the designations of those who live on the sea
̯
and those who live beyond the sea (XPh § 3, Q-R). In this case the three versions (Old Persian,
Elamite, and Babylonian) correspond, except for the reference to Yaunā
̯ as an ethnonym in Old
Persian and Babylonian and as a toponym in Elamite.

9 On the Skudra, see Henkelman & Stolper 2009 with references; Wiesehöfer 2009/2011.
10 DNe is extremely fragmentary, but we can integrate it with the very similar inscriptions accompanying the
relief of the throne carriers on the tomb V from Persepolis, which must be attributed to King Artaxerxes II or III
(A3Pb). In what follows, I will always refer to the text of DNe already integrated with A3Pb.
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Table 1 The occurrence of the words for Yau̯ nā in the dahyāva-lists.
Inscription

Old Persian

Elamite

DB

Yau̯ na (Sg.)

m

DPe

Yau̯ nā tayai̯ uškahyā utā
tayai̯ drayahyā

—

—

DSe

Yau̯ nā tayai̯ drayahyā…
Yau̯ nā tayai̯ paradraya

AŠ

iauna akkapè dKAM.MEŠ
marriš…
AŠ
iaunaip

KUR

DNa

Yau̯ na (Sg.)… Yau̯nā
takabarā

m

DNe/A3Pb

Yau̯ na (Sg.)
Yau̯ na takabara (Sg.)

m

XPh

Yau̯ nā tayai̯ drayahyā
dārayanti… Yau̯nā tayai̯
paradraya dārayanti

AŠ

m

m

iaunaip

Babylonian
KUR

iamanu

iamana ša ina A.A.BA…
[KURiamana]
iamanu
[KURia]manu šanûtu ša maginnāta
ina qaqqadī-šunu našû

iauna
iauna daqabarrape

KUR

iauna
iauna daqabarra

iamanā (Pl.)
iamanā (Pl.) šanûtu ša
maginnāta ina qaqqadī-šunu našû

iauna akkapè dKAM.MEŠ
marriš kuttá akkapè dKAM.
MEŠ lakka marrištá

LÚ
LÚ

iamana ša ina ÍDmarrat ašbū u šá
aḫullū ša ÍDmarrat ašbu

m

The Sakā
In the Bīsutūn inscription, the land Saka (or the people of the same name in the Elamite version)
is mentioned among the eastern lands in the list found in the initial part of the inscription
(DB § 6, K). Saka is also indicated as one of the lands that rebelled against Darius after his
accession to the throne, although no rebel king is mentioned in the text as was the case for the
other lands (DB § 21, A-G). Finally, the last part of the inscription, which was added later and
only in the Old Persian version of the text (Huyse 1999), deals with Darius’ campaign against
the Sakā in his first years of reign. It reads as follows:
ϑāti Dārayava.uš xšāyaϑiya: pasāva hadā kārā adam ašiyavam abi Sakām, pasāva Sakā, tayai̯
xau̯ dām tigrām baranti, imai̯ patiš mām āi̯ ša, yadi abi draya avārsam; draxtā ava hadā kārā visā
viyatarayam; pasāva avai̯ Sakā adam ajanam, aniyam agr̥bāya; hau̯ basta anayatā abi mām, utāšām
haya maϑišta āha, ˗ Skunxa nāma ˗ avam agr̥bāya bastam anaya abi mām; avadā aniyam maϑištam
akunavam, yaϑā mām kāma āha; pasāva dahyāu̯š manā abava. (DN § 74, A-O)
Proclaims Darius, the king: Afterwards with an army I went against the Sakā; after that the Sakā,
who wear the pointed cap, these came against me when I had come down to the sea. By means of a
tree-trunk with the all army I crossed it. Afterwards, I defeated those Sakā; another (part of them)
they captured, that was led to me in fetters. And (the man) who was their chief, Skunkha by name,
him they captured (and) led to me in fetters. There I made another (their) chief, as was my desire.
After that the country became mine.

A representative of those Sakā who wore pointed caps was also added to the relief of Bīsutūn,
probably around 518 bce. A short inscription above the head of this representative reads “This
is Skunkha, the Saka” (DBk § 1, A-B). This early campaign outside the borders of the Persian
Empire likely confronted the Great King with the fact that different groups of Sakā lived at the
margins of his empire, beyond the sea at the very end of the world of Mesopotamian tradition
(Rollinger 2014; Rollinger & Degen 2021). These Sakā now needed to be clearly identified so
as to be included in the Achaemenid universe. As was the case for the representatives of the
other peoples of the empire represented on the Achaemenid reliefs, also the new annexed Sakā
were identified by their clothing, in this case especially by their pointed caps.
The foundation inscriptions from Hamadan and Persepolis DHa/DPh and DPe again mention
the Sakā; in the first two identical texts they are located beyond Sugdam (Bab. “beyond the
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Sogdians”) while on the other they appear in the list after Gandhara (DPe § 2, Q). All these
references seem to clearly indicate Sakā who lived at the northeastern margins of the empire
(Szemerényi 1980: 10–11; Dandamaev 1989: 138). It is difficult to establish with certainty
if they all refer to the Sakā tigraxau̯dā. Three different groups of Sakā are instead listed in
Darius’ inscription from Susa (DSe); this highly fragmentary text can be partially completed
and reconstructed through the Babylonian version of the same inscription. Rüdiger Schmitt
reconstructs the Old Persian epithets of the Sakā of DSe as follows: the Sakā hau̯mavargā (who
drink haoma) and the Sakā tigraxau̯dā (who wear a pointed cap), who are both listed among
the eastern peoples, and the Sakā tayai̯ paradraya (beyond the sea), who appear after the Yau̯ nā
on the sea and the Skudra (DSe § 4, D-E; J; see above). The natural consequence of this order
and positioning would be that the latter Sakā inhabited the northwesternmost margin of the
empire (Tuplin 2010: 296), namely, the Black Sea region.11 This is very likely, since there is
other evidence confirming it. Greek tradition refers to Darius’ campaign against the Scythians,
whose territory was located beyond Thrace and the Danube, on the northwestern shores of the
Black Sea (primarily, Hdt. 4.1-142). Pierre Briant (2002: 142) cautiously suggests that this
campaign could have taken place around 513 bce, certainly after Darius’ campaign against
the eastern Sakā. Moreover, archaeological evidence confirms the presence of groups that can
be culturally associated with the Sakā/Scythians in the areas to the north and northwest of the
Black Sea (Parzinger 2007). Exactly the same epithets of DSe are used in the inscriptions DNa
and DNe from Naqš-e Rustam to indicate the different groups of Sakā (DNa § 3, O-P; T; A3Pb
14–15; 24). Interestingly, the overseas Sakā, who are never attributed a designation other than
“beyond the sea” in the texts, disappear from Xerxes’ inscription, which only mentions the
eastern Sakā, namely the hau̯mavargā and the tigraxau̯dā (XPh § 3, T-U). Christopher Tuplin
(2010: 296, 298) reasonably suggests that a possible explanation for the disappearance of the
Sakā beyond the sea from Xerxes’ documents could be a change of policy in the Black Sea
region during the reign of Darius’ son. Interestingly, the ethnonym of a third Scythian group
of the northeast, the Dahā, firstly appears in XPh (§ 3, T) (Jacobs & Gufler 2021). This could
suggest an Achaemenid expansionary policy more oriented towards the Scythians of the transCaspian region rather than towards those of the Black Sea under Xerxes.
Persian-Egyptian documents also mention the Sakā.12 The lists of peoples found on the base
of Darius’ statue from Susa, which was originally realized for an Atum-temple in Egypt, and
also on the stelae from the Suez Canal, mention and depict the Sakā as one of the twenty-four
peoples of the empire. They occupy the twelfth position, after other eastern lands and at the end
of the first series of dahyāva. The Egyptian cartouche for Sakā is, however, written differently
in the two texts (S-g pḥ sk t3 and Sk pḥ sk (t3?)) and the word Sakā seems to appear twice at
least in the list on the Suez Canal stelae, where it is written Sk pḥ sk (t3?); Posener translates
the multiple cartouche on the stelae as “the Sakā of the marshland” and “the Sakā of the plain”
(Posener 1936: 184). This reading remains problematic, however, especially if compared to
the cartouche on the statue, where the word translated by Posener as Sakā is written in two
different ways. Following the older interpretation by Golénischeff, Melanie Wasmuth alternatively translated the cartouche as “die Sakā/Skythen vom Ende des Sakenlandes” (Wasmuth
2017: 175). Although there is still scholarly disagreement on this topic, it interesting to note
11 Against this hypothesis, see Jacobs 1994: 257–260.
12 It is difficult to date with certainty the documents as well as the completion of the Suez Canal (see Tuplin
1991: 249–250, 255).
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that none of the tentative translations presently proposed correspond to the epithets for the Sakā
used in the texts from Western Iran.
Table 2 The occurrences of the word for Sakā in the dahyāva-lists.
Inscription

Old Persian

Elamite

Babylonian

Egyptian

DB

Saka (Sg.)
Saka (Sg.)
Sakām13
Sakā tigraxaudā
̯

m

sákkape
m
sákkape

KUR

gimiri
KUR
gimiri-

—

DBk

Saka (Sg.)

m

DPh/DHa

hacā Sakāibiš14 tayai̯
para Sugdam

m

DPe

sákka

—

—

sákkape ikkimar akkape
AŠ
suigda

m

gimiri ša nibirtum
m
sugda

—

Sakā

—

—

—

DSe

Sakā haumavargā
̯
Sakā tigraxaudā
̯
Sakā tayai paradraya

sákka umumarqaip,
sákka [tigraqaudap] (…)
AŠ
sákka akkape dKAM.MEŠ
miuttumanna

...
m
gimiri šá ina nibirtum
ÍD
marratum ašbū

—

DNa

Sakā haumavargā
̯
Sakā tigraxaudā
̯
Sakā tayai̯ paradraya

m

sákka mumumarqaip,
sákka appa tigraqaudap (…)
m
sákka appa dKAM.MEŠ
miuttumanna

KUR

m

KUR

gimiri úmurga-,
gimiri
š[a ka]rballatišunu (…),
[KURgi]miri ša aḫu ullû
ša nari marratum

—

DNe/A3Pb

Saka haumavargā
(Sg.)
̯
Saka tigraxaudā
̯ (Sg.)
Saka tayai̯ paradraya (Sg.)

m

sákka umumarqaip,
sákka tigraqaudap (…)
m
sákka dKAM.MEŠ ikka
lakka

m

m

m

gimiri úmurga,
gimiri ša
karballatišunu zaqpa
(…)
m
gimiri ša aḫu ullû ša
nari marratum

—

XPh

Sakā haumavargā
̯
Sakā tigraxaudā
̯

AŠ
sákka umumarqa, AŠsákka
tigraqauda

m

AŠ

AŠ

AŠ

m

gimir úmurga-,
gimir tigírḫudu

—

DSeg5a

S-g pḥ sk t3

DZeg5a

Sk pḥ sk (t3?)

CONCLUSIONS
This analysis of Darius’ and Xerxes’s inscriptions referencing different groups of Yaunā
and
̯
Sakā allow us to draw several conclusions:
1. Two main strategies are used to identify those who are perceived as different groups
of the same border peoples in the dahyāva-lists: one, citing the location of their land in relation to the sea, and two, reference to a piece of clothing or cultural feature. These strategies
of identification probably reflected the different worldviews and conceptions of space that
merged together in the Achaemenid royal ideology. The first designation is clearly in dialogue
with older Mesopotamian mental maps of the world. In this respect, the use of the expression
“beyond the sea” (which is always referred to as “Bitter River” in the Babylonian versions)
shows that the sea and in general the natural barriers did not mark the end of the world anymore,
as it was the case for the ancient Near Eastern tradition before the Neo-Assyrian period, when
Sargon II and his successors “started to cross the sea” (Radner 2010). In Darius’ time, the imperial space could extend beyond the sea and even include it, as was the case for the northwestern
sea(s) of the Yaunā
̯ and Sakā. This is an epochal change from the point of view of Near Eastern
13 The form Sakām is accusative plural.
14 The form Sakāibiš is ablative plural masculine; see Schmitt 2014: 242–243.
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imperial ideology (Klinkott 2021). The next step in this ideological construct is the manipulation of the sea (and of the geographical space in general) by the king. This further conception
can be detected in Darius’ inscription, which commemorates the building of the Red Sea Canal
(Haubold 2012: 7). The second designation, which refers to a piece of clothing or cultural
feature, is instead in line with the Persian idea of a pluralistic imperial space in which each
people maintained their own languages, habits, and customs. Both identification strategies (and
related worldviews) are used in the texts, even if there seems to be a tendency of gradual awareness (and imperial appropriation) of the customs of the peoples on the margins and the consequent adoption of the second type of designation. This does not, however, preclude returning to
use the first identification strategy when some conditions changed. Xerxes’s choice to indicate
again the furthest group of Yau̯ nā with the vague expression “beyond the sea” could hide the
intention to relocate these Yau̯ nā in a remote space at far edge of the world after the failure of
his campaign against Hellas. On the other hand, the western Sakā, who are never attributed
a designation other than “beyond the sea” in Darius’ texts and completely disappeared from
Xerxes’ monuments, had probably never stably entered the imperial space.
The way of identifying the Yau̯ nā and the Sakā in the lists of peoples from Egypt presents
significant differences from other such references. The Yau̯ nā do not appear at all in the
Egyptian lists and the Sakā are mentioned with a different epithet than those generally used in
the texts from Western Iran. As Melanie Wasmuth (2017: 184) has already noted, these differences should likely be attributed to Egyptian conceptions. In other words, it is probable that
the documents from Egypt express an identification strategy, possibly even an older one, which
was formulated and understandable in an Egyptian rather than Iranian context. Similarly, the
Babylonian versions of the Achaemenid texts often use older Mesopotamian terminology and
conceptions, such as, for example, those of the Iamanā (Rollinger 2011) and Gimiri/Cimmerians
(Lanfranchi 1990; 2009/2011), and that of the imperial space which extends from the shores of
one sea to that of the other sea, to express new Persian meanings. These terms and the concepts
related to them could mislead the investigation on the Achaemenid Persian conception of the
imperial space if not considered in relation to their cultural background.
2. A growing knowledge of the peoples in the border areas to the northeast and to the northwest of the empire seems to characterize Darius I’s inscriptions. More detailed information
on the border peoples appears in particular in texts from Susa and Naqš-e Rustam, where the
system of epithets is primarily used. Although an absolute chronology of Darius’ inscriptions is
presently impossible with our current state of knowledge, a relative chronology of the inscriptions can be suggested in some cases. For example, the texts from Susa and Naqš-e Rustam,
DSe and DN, must be considered later than the Bīsutūn inscription and also later than the
foundation inscriptions on the southern part of the Persepolis terrace, DHa/DPh and DPe. The
growing knowledge and familiarity with border areas and their peoples and the necessity to
identify them seen in Darius’ later inscriptions most likely goes hand in hand with his military
and political involvement in the northeastern and northwestern regions and the consequent
enlargement of the imperial space and definition of his imperial ideology. The fact that Darius’
expansionism was primarily directed toward the Aegean and Black Sea regions and Central
Asia is confirmed by other sources at our disposal. As is well known, Persian military engagements in the Aegean area under Darius and Xerxes and in the Black Sea region under Darius
are well attested in the Greek sources, primarily in Herodotus’ work. Achaemenid campaigns in
the Black Sea area are also confirmed by the recent discovery of a fragment of an Achaemenid
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inscription at Phanagoria in Southern Russia (Kuznecov & Nikitin 2018).15 In addition to the
textual sources, the glyptic also seems to provide interesting information on Achaemenid
military engagements. Recent studies on the Achaemenid glyptic material have shown that
the Yau̯ nā and the Central Asians are the most represented peoples in the warfare scenes on
the Achaemenid seals (Wu 2014: 247–253). In this regard, Xin Wu (2014: 272)suggests that
these warfare scenes may reflect some historical events. In particular, we can hypothesize that
the political conflicts in Central Asia under Darius and his successors were probably more
numerous that generally thought (Wu 2010).
3. The strategies of identification through epithets are used to indicate those who were
perceived as culturally homogeneous peoples, who were found at the borders, and who were
perceived to inhabit the empire but also represented an outside world. The Yau̯ nā and the Sakā
probably needed additional designations because it was still unclear what exactly could be
defined—or wanted to be defined—as the land of the Sakā and the land of the Yau̯nā. If from
a purely ideological perspective the authority of the Great King already extended to the undefined lands of the Yau̯ nā and the Sakā because the king ruled over the entire earth and over the
lands (and seas) of all the peoples of the world, it followed that from a political perspective,
the presence of such peoples whose lands also extended outside the empire’s political borders
would have justified—and even required—an expansion in these directions. This process of
ideological justification of military engagements against border peoples in the context of the
Achaemenid imperial worldview would also explain why exactly the Yau̯ nā and the Central
Asians are represented as the enemies of the empire par excellence in the warfare narrative
scenes on the Achaemenid seals mentioned above. Thus, the analysis of the designations of
the Yau̯ nā and the Sakā in the context of the Achaemenid composite worldview performed in
this paper not only provides evidence of Achaemenid expansionism in the border areas of the
northwest and northeast but also offers an ideological justification for it.
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